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This paper, the first in a series on the history of operationsresearchand managementscience, traces the scattered
beginningsof operationsresearchfrom WorldWarI up to the activitiesin Britainbeforeand duringthe earlymonthsof
WorldWarII.

Operations researchwasbornof radaron the eve

conflict on land and sea and predicted that, in future
times, the outcome of great battles would be determined by the "efficiency of the aeronautical forces."
Lanchester's work had no effect on operations in
World War II, but it now occupies an honored place
in operations research.2
In 1915, Lord Tiverton, who in 1921 was to succeed
his father as the Earl of Halsbury, began a detailed
study of strategic bombing. In September 1917, he
submitted a report to the Air Board that dealt with
target selection, methods of navigation, weather, and
logistical problems. He argued in favor of daylight
bombing because of the characteristics of available
aircraft,the training of crews, and problems of maintenance. He also suggested that all available aircraft
should concentrate on a single target on any single
day, thus anticipating the rationale that led to 1,000
plane bombing raids during World War II.3
In the realm of antiaircraftoperations, A. V. Hill
headed the experimental section of the Munitions
Invention Department of the British Army, and his
unit came to be known as "Hill's Brigands." They
studied antiaircraftgunnery and developed tactics and
proceduresthat enhanced the effectiveness of antiaircraft fire. We shall meet up with Hill and some of his
Brigandslater in this story.4
To complete this brief review of the World War I
precursorsof operations research, we look to the efforts of Thomas A. Edison as head of the U.S. Naval
Consulting Board. He developed statistics to aid in
evasion and destruction of submarines, used a "Tactical Game Board" for solving problems of evading
submarine attack, and analyzed zigzagging as a
method of nrotecting merchant shinning against

of World War II. But its advent was forecast
before and during World War I in connection with
three technologies introduced during that war: the
dreadnought,the aeroplane and the submarine.
The dreadnought (a large battleship armed with
heavy caliber guns in turrets) was the product of
studies by Admiral John Fisher while he was superintendent of Britain's Portland naval base. With the
Royal Navy finally divorced from wind and sail,
Fisher and a small group of associates recognized the
tendency to design warships in terms of the available
technology rather than in terms of strategic and tactical requirements. This group designed a new navy,
with far fewer ships in commission, with heavy reliance on reserve ships and personnel, and with vessels
that met the requirementsof war at sea. When Fisher
became First Sea Lord in 1904, he was in position to
move his "Grand Design" from plan to reality, and it
was essentiallyFisher'snavy with which Britainfought
World War I.'
The aeroplane interested F. W. Lanchester, a
pioneer in the motor car industry who had also
made fundamental contributions to aeronautical theory. He developed his N2 law to describe the outcome
of military actions, relating victory to numerical superiority, superiority in firepower, and concentration
of forces. He illustrated his theory by examples from
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submarines.5Ronald W. Clark credits Edison with a
significant role and characterizes this aspect of his
work as "nothing less than an early piece of operational research." He points out that Edison studied
sinkings by submarines and that "one startlingdiscovery emerged: most ships were still following prewar
routes and it was on these routes that most sinkings
occurred. Another point was that, while only 6% of
sinkings took place at night, most vessels were still
traversingthe danger zone in daylight."6
During the interwar years, nothing of significance
to the history of operations researchwas done in these
areas; at least, nothing has come to light. And this
despite continued progressin the development of aircraft and submarines, surface vessels, tanks and other
vehicles of land warfare,and radio and telephone. The
designersled, the tactics lagged, and effective countermeasures were virtually nonexistent.
As for countering aircraft, Stanley Baldwin, a former and again-to-be British Prime Minister, summed
up the 1932 position succinctly: "The bombers will
always get through." That estimate was made somewhat more comfortable by the "official" assumption
(as a basis for military budgets) that there would be
no war for 10 years.
Work was under way on acoustic devices to provide
earlywarningof the approachof aircraft,but the range
of these devices was limited and they were sensitive to
ground noises. Good work was being conducted on
aircraft and on the tactics to be employed by fighter
aircraft against intruding bombers, but there seemed
to be no way around the requirement for standing
patrols. The advantages of barrageballoons had also
been recognized. Nevertheless, Britain's position was
becoming increasingly perilous.7
There were voices abroad in the land calling for
action and specifically for greater reliance upon scientists. Foremost among them was Winston Churchill
(not then a member of the Government), prompted
no doubt by his friend and personal scientific adviser,
Frederick A. Lindemann, later Lord Cherwell. Both
wanted action in support of increased scientific endeavor before abandoning the field to the bomber.8
Their concern may have influenced A. P. Rowe,
then assistant for armaments to H. E. Wimperis,
Director of Scientific Research in the Air Ministry.
He was certainly influenced by his own convictions
about the value of civilian scientists to the military.
In any event, after witnessing a demonstration of the
acoustic mirrors then being installed on the south
coast of England, Rowe, on his own initiative, went
through all 53 files on activities within the Air Ministry relating to air defense. He found little to encour-

age him and so wrote a memorandum to his superior.
He stated very bluntly that, unless the scientific community could come up with something new with
which to counter the bomber, Britain would lose any
war that started within the next 10 years. This was
June 1934.9
The Tizard Committee and Radar
In November 1934, Wimperis acted. He recommended that a Committee for the Scientific Study of
Air Defence be created to "consider how far recent
advances in technical knowledge can be used to
strengthen the present methods of defence against
hostile aircraft."Lord Londonderry,Secretaryof State
for Air, approved, and the committee was formed.
Henry Tizard accepted the chairmanship. The other
outside members were A. V. Hill and P. M. S. Blackett.
Wimperis represented the Air Ministry, and Rowe
served as secretary. Because of its accomplishments,
this committee, usually identified by its chairman's
name ratherthan by its mission, must be rated as one
of the most unusual and successful bodies of its kind
that has ever existed.
Tizardwas a chemist, Rector of the ImperialCollege
of Science and Technology, and a World War I test
pilot. Hill was a physiologist, a professorat University
College and, at the time, the most distinguished and
internationally best known of the members of the
committee, having shared the Nobel Prize in physiology and medicine in 1923. I have already touched on
his World War I service for the Army. Blackett, gaining recognition as one of the best of the younger men
in physics, had served in the Royal Navy in World
War I. His distinction in operations research and his
Nobel Prize in physics were in the future.
Wimperis was an engineer and inventor. He is
known for the Wimperis accelerometer and for the
course-settingbombsight that he developed for the Air
Service in 1917 (it remained in use until 1939). He
had been appointed the first Director of Scientific
Research in the Air Ministry in 1924. Rowe, at the
time of his appointment as secretaryof the committee,
was a civil servant of no particulardistinction. As with
Blackett, his great contributions lay in the future, as
superintendent of the Air Ministry Research Station
at Bawdsey and of its successor (after several changes
of name and location), the Telecommunications
Research Establishment (TRE), from 1938 until the
end of the war.
At Hill's suggestion, and before the first meeting of
the Tizard committee in January 1935, Wimperis
approached Robert Watson-Watt, superintendent of
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the Radio Department of the National Physical Laboratory, about the feasibility of "death rays," a perennial favorite of amateur inventors. Watson-Watt
and his assistant, A. F. Wilkins, made some calculations and concluded that there then existed no means
of incapacitating a crew or disabling an aircraft by
radiation. But Watson-Watt added a paragraphto his
report to Wimperis suggesting that reflected radio
waves might be used to locate aircraft.
At Wimperis's request, Watson-Watt expanded on
his idea and it became the principalitem on the agenda
of the first meeting of the Tizard committee. One
month later, an experiment, conducted by Wilkins
and witnessed by Watson-Wattand Rowe, was carried
out, using a transmitter near Daventry as the source
of radio waves. The crude receiver that had been
assembled for the test detected a plane, whose pilot
was unaware of the reasons for the course he was
flying. Rowe's report to the committee was favorable,
and work on radarwas pressed from that time on (as
RDF, for radio direction finding, until adoption of
the U.S. name).1?
Watson-Wattwas not a member of the Tizard committee, but his concept of radar gave the committee
point and purpose. He had served in World War I
primarilyin meteorological posts. He had participated
in the work that had gone on in the 1920s on the
measurement of the Heaviside layer, and knew of
other work with radio that laid the foundation for
radar. There is some controversy about his contributions to radar and operations research,"'but without
his particular genius, the Tizard committee might
have been just another committee. On the other hand,
without the influence, access, and drive of the committee and especially of its chairman, Watson-Watt's
ideas might have suffocated in the machinery of
bureaucracy (as had happened with earlier work
on reflected radio waves, and particularly that of
W. A. S. Butement and P. E. Pollard)."2As it is, the
Tizard committee and Watson-Watt, working together, deserve a significant share of the credit for
Allied victory in World War II.
The path of the Tizard committee was not completely smooth, however. Shortly after it was formed,
Churchill insisted that Lindemann be made a member. Lindemann felt very strongly that high priority
should be given to developing aerial mines and infrareddevices; he was also critical of the slowness with
which the committee moved. Because the committee
maintained its priority on radar, Lindemann became
increasingly critical and shared his criticism with
Churchill, who would then air Lindemann's views
about the committee and its workings in meetings of
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the Subcommittee on Air Defence of the Committee
of Imperial Defence, of which Tizard was also a
member.
By September 1936, this situation reachedthe point
wherethe public members resignedand the committee
was dissolved-only to be reconstituted immediately
with its original membership, plus EdwardA. Appleton, Britain'sforemost authority on radio and a future
Nobel laureate in physics (1947). 13 That Lindemann
remained opposed to radar, as some have claimed,14
is belied by his support of Watson-Watt and by his
subsequent strong interest in Bomber Command of
the Royal Air Force (R.A.F.) and its need for radar. I
will have more to say on this subject.
Despite the problems within the committee, work
was moving forward on radar. An "Ionospheric Research Station" had been established at Orfordness,
on the east coast of Britain. It was staffed by WatsonWatt on a part-time basis, by Wilkins and E. G.
Bowen, all transferredfrom the Radio Department,
and by a few assistants. Within a few months, the
organization was moved to Bawdsey Manor, nearby,
and was renamed the Bawdsey Research Station, with
Watson-Watt, now transferredto the Air Ministry, as
superintendent. By this time, construction of a chain
of radarstations to be located along the east and south
coasts had been approved, with the first one to be
located at Bawdsey.
Radar and Fighter Control
As the possibilities of a radar-aideddefense began to
take shape, Tizard recognized that radar had created
a whole new set of problems in fighter direction and
control. Accordingly, he began a series of experiments
at the R.A.F. FighterCommand station at Biggin Hill,
startingin the latter part of 1936 and lasting for nearly
2 years. Inasmuch as the first radar station was not
operational when these trials began, artificial information of the type that radar was expected to supply
was passed to the control center at Biggin Hill so
that new methods of interception could be devised.
This work was under the immediate supervision of
B. G. Dickins, an engineer from the Royal Aircraft
Establishmentat Farnborough.
The Biggin Hill experiments integrated radar into
the early warning systems, which included the Observer Corps, and into fighter direction and control.
They obviated the need for standardpatrols of fighter
aircraft and the coincident constant alert status of
antiaircraft gun crews. And they started operations
research.5
While the Biggin Hill experiments were in progress,
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the radar station at Bawdsey was finished (1937) and
the complete radarchain was ready by the summer of
1939. Meanwhile, early in 1938, Rowe was transferred
to Bawdsey as assistant superintendent and, when
Watson-Watt was transferredto the Air Ministry as
Director of Telecommunications Research, Rowe
became superintendent.
The Recognition of "Operational Research"
One of Rowe's first acts after moving to Bawdsey was
to assure the continuation of the work that was concluding at Biggin Hill. He assigned E. C. Williams and
G. A. Roberts to do "operational researches"on the
control room and the communication system, respectively. Williams was the first scientist from a university
to join the Bawdsey staff. Roberts was a telephone
engineer. Their assignments representthe first known
use of the term "operationalresearch."'6
In a sense, the task assigned to Williams was the
more significant in terms of the development of OR,
for he analyzed and compared the performanceof the
several control centers that had been established in
orderto identify factors that could explain differences.
Thus, there was no direct developmental objective in
the work; rather it was a case of "doing the best you
can with what you have." Roberts, on the other hand,
became involved in development and created an electrical converter that simplified the transmission of
radardata to the control centers.'7
During this same period, Tizard interested John
Cockcroft, a professor of physics at Cambridge, in
what was going on at Bawdsey. Some visits involving
scientists from Cambridgewere arranged,but secrecy
was a problem and nearly a year was to pass before
the decision was made to reveal the secret of radar to
scientists outside the government. By that time, scientists not only at Cambridge but also at Oxford,
Manchester, Birmingham, and London had become
involved. As a result, some 80 scientists reported to
Bawdsey on September 1, 1939, to spend a long
vacation on the radar sites.'8 For some, the vacation
proved long indeed!
Shortly before the arrangements for the university
scientists to spend time on the radar sites had been
completed, Rowe took another step in his sponsorship
of operations research. He entered into agreement
with Raymund G. Hart, a Royal Air Force squadron
leader,to assign some of his staff to FighterCommand
headquartersat Stanmore immediately upon the outbreak of war. As it happened, Williams and Roberts
were already there for the 1939 summer air exercises,
continuing their work on the control room and on

communications. Harold Larnder was sent to Stanmore immediately after September 3, 1939, to head
the group, to include Williams and Roberts as well
as J. C. Bower, I. H. Cole, and W. E. Egner, all of
whom were destined to head OR sections in various
commands.'9
Because this agreement between Rowe and Hart
representsa milestone in the development of operations research,Rowe's observations are of interest:
By this agreementI hoped to give and to get. I hoped to
give FighterCommandthe servicesof men who had an
intimateknowledgeof the performanceof the radarchain
and who had, as scientists, been trained to use their
analyticalfaculties;and I hopedto get from my detached
membersof staffthe truefactsconcerningthe operations
againstthe enemy, and so enablethe Bawdseystaffto be
permeatedwith an intimate knowledgeof the needs of
FighterCommand.20
Larnder'sgroup remained a part of Rowe's organization for nearly a year, operating as the Stanmore
Research Section. During that time, the calls on its
services began to move away from the original exclusive concern with radar and into different and more
general problems. Thus, during the Battle of France,
British and French losses in aircraft were heavy, but
the French kept asking for more and more fighter
support. The Stanmore Research Section was asked
to evaluate the situation. The analysis showed that
additional transferswould involve attrition that could
not be made good and that Fighter Command would
be weakened beyond recovery in the face of the likelihood of a German attempt to invade Britain.2' Of
this situation, Churchill has written:
The hard question of how much we could send from
Britain without leaving ourselves defencelessand thus
losing the power to continue the war pressed itself
henceforwardupon us. Ourown naturalpromptingsand
many weightymilitaryargumentslent forceto the incessant, vehementFrenchappeals.On the otherhand,there
was a limit, and that limit if transgressedwould cost us
our life.
At this time all theseissueswerediscussedby the whole
War Cabinet,which met severaltimes a day. Air Chief
MarshalDowding,at the headof our metropolitanfighter
command, had declared to me that with twenty-five
squadronsof fightershe could defend the island against
the whole might of the GermanAir Force, but that with
less he would be overpowered.This would have entailed
not only the destructionof all our airfieldsand our air
power, but of the aircraftfactorieson which our whole
future hung. My colleaguesand I were resolvedto run
all risks for the sake of the battle up to that limit-and
those riskswere very great-but not to go beyond it, no
matterwhat the consequencesmight be.22
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The support given to Dowding by Larnderand his
people "was a notable milestone in the progressof the
idea of operational research"23and led to the decision
to transfer the group formally to Fighter Command
and to designate it the Operational Research Section
(ORS) Fighter Command. (It would appear that
Rowe's original use of the term operational research
had dropped out of use and that it was revived by
Lamder.24)

Scientific Analysis in Warfare
While operations research was thus developing and
finding a place within the structure of the Royal Air
Force, other developments destined to have direct or
indirect bearing on OR were taking place. Thus, in
1937, B. H. Liddell-Hart,one of Britain's most influential military thinkers, submitted a memorandum to
the Secretary of State for War that merits quotation
at length:
The more one examinesthe courseof pastwarsthe more
one is impressedby the frequencywith which military
policy and preparationshave taken the wrong turning.
And this abnormalpercentageof errorcan be tracedto
the habit of basing policy and preparationson an assumption, without adequate verification.The way that
decisions are reached on questions of strategy,tactics,
organization,etc., is lamentablyunscientific.It is due in
part to the difficultyof developinga truly criticalhabit
of mind under the conditionsof militarysubordination,
and in part to the lack of any staff organ devoted to
research.... At presentthe investigationof problemsis
pushedonto officerswho are occupiedwith currentmilitary business.That task ought to be given to a body of
officerswho can devote theirwhole time to exploringthe
data on record,collectingit from outside, and working
out the conclusions in a free atmosphere.Such a body
should be composed of the best intellects in the army
witha good blendof practicalexperience,and in selecting
them particularattention should be given to originality
of thoughtor criticalpowers.It is also very desirablethat
they should be supplementedby a permanentnucleus
consisting of some first-rateUniversity men who have
been trainedin the processesof scientificenquiry;these
might take Territorialcommissions to give them an
acquaintancewith militarypractice.25
There is no indication that the army took any steps to
implement Liddell-Hart'sideas, but he certainly recognized the problem and recognized that scientific
training would require reinforcement by an understanding of the military and of military operations.
Another approach to bringing scientific talent into
the service of the nation was started in 1938 by
G. T. R. Hill and Charles F. Goodeve, who wrote to
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the secretaries of the Royal Society on "Peacetime
Organization for Voluntary Training of Scientific
Workers in the Event of a National Emergency."At
that time, A. V. Hill was Biological Secretary and
A. C. Egerton was Physical Secretary of the Royal
Society, which may account for the fact that the
suggestion fell on fertile ground. The result was the
establishment of a Central Registry of scientists,
engineers, and other specialists.26
Events bore in on the nation before the Registry
could be fully organized, however, and so much of
the success in bringing the "right"people into radar,
and from there into operations research, must go to
Tizard, Watson-Watt,Cockcroftand Rowe. Additionally, many of those who found their way into operations research, whether for the Army, Navy, or Air
Force, did so because of the efforts of Frederick
Brundrettof the Admiralty.27
When war broke out, Rowe's organization was
moved from Bawdsey to Dundee in Scotland because
of the former's vulnerable position on Britain's east
coast. At Dundee, the group became the Air Ministry
Research Establishment (AMRE), but the location
proved unsatisfactory and so the organization was
moved to Worth Matraverson the south coast in May
1940 and then expanded into the Swanagearea. When
the Ministry of Aircraft Production was formed,
AMRE became MAPRE for a short time but in November 1940 it was renamedthe Telecommunications
Research Establishment (TRE), under which name it
came to be recognized as one of the great laboratories
of World War II. Finally, in May 1942, TRE was
moved to Malvern, where it still exists as the Royal
Radar Establishment.
Amid all these changes, it was at Worth Matravers
that an institution conceived by Rowe reached fruition. These were meetings held in Rowe's office on
Sundays. They were open to anyone interested in
radar(and with access to the secrets) whether governmental, civilian, or military, and regardlessof rank.
Thus Lindemann (Lord Cherwell), Tizard, WatsonWatt, members of the TRE staff, and serving officers
of the Royal Air Force were welcome to air their views
on ways in which the uses of radarcould be improved
and on requirements that might be filled by radar.
These Sunday Soviets, as they came to be called,
proved of great value to the operational researchsections of the various commands of the Royal Air
Force.28
At this point, we must clarify the chronology and
terminology involved in the Battle of Britain and the
Blitz. The former was Hitler's effort to destroy the
Royal Air Force, and specifically Fighter Command,
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so that the invasion of Britain could go forward; it
started in August and ended in September, 1940, and
involved mostly daylight attacks. The latter was Hitler's revenge when he lost the Battle of Britain. It
concentrated on the bombing of British cities, and
especially London. It began in September 1940,
peaked during the autumn months, and ended in May
1941. Most of the attacks were at night.
Blackett's Circus
At the height of the Battle of Britain, Tizard and Rowe
both urged General Frederick Pile, the Army's AntiaircraftCommander, to use scientists. This was a quite
naturalcrossingof service lines inasmuch as AA Command was under the operational control of Fighter
Command. Hill introduced Pile to the physicist P. M.
S. Blackett who, when asked, became Pile's scientific
adviser. Blackett's first recommendation was that
technicians be trained to put and keep the gun-laying
radars in order and that they live on the sites. By
November 1940, a school for radar technicians had
been established at Petersham under J. A. Ratcliffe.
Blackett next proceeded to recruit scientists who
had no particular background in radio or radar; he
had seen that much more than radarwas involved in
the problems of AA Command, especially since there
had been no equivalent of the Biggin Hill experiments
to integrate radar into the overall operations of the
command. He called this new unit the Antiaircraft
Command Research Group, but it soon became
known as Blackett'sCircus.29
I shall discuss some of the work of the Circus in the
next installment, on wartime OR in Britain. But before we leave it, it is interesting to speculate on the
reasons for its composition, which gave OR the concept of the mixed team. Blackett may have been
influenced in the direction of physiologists by his
friendshipand respect for Hill, whose son, D. K. Hill,
also a physiologist, became a member of the Circus.
Or Blackett may have recognized that the mancentered problems of an army are quite different from
the ship-centered problems of a navy or the planecentered problems of an air force and that scientists
accustomed to working with individual differences
involving statistics and probability might have a special contribution to make. Or it may be merely that
Blackett entered the market for scientists too late and
that most of the "hard"scientists had been absorbed
into the war effort elsewhere. Whatever the reasons,
the Circus consisted of Blackett, a physicist, then of
two physiologists, two mathematical physicists, an
astrophysicist,a surveyor with a background in anti-

aircraft,and later added another physiologist and two
mathematicians.30
The Spread of OR Work
The next milestone in the development of OR also
involves Blackett-and Rowe. One of Rowe's great
concerns was that, given a successful outcome in the
Battle of Britain, the U.K. still could not hope to win
the war unless the submarine menace to its lifelines
could be countered. This meant not only a need for
radar equipment, but also the kind of scientific support Larnder and his group were giving to Fighter
Command. As Rowe puts it:
... we did not know what was happeningin the battles
againstthe submarines,largelybecausetherewas nothing
at CoastalCommand correspondingto the Operational
ResearchSection at FighterCommand. We wanted to
know the hoursflown per submarinesightingby day and
by night, the averagerangesof radarlocations and, less
obviouslyour business,the resultsof attackson submarines.I thereforewent to Air MarshallSir WilfredFreeman, Vice-Chiefof the Air Staff,who was ever readyto
listen, and urgedthat P. M. S. Blackettshould be asked
to form an Operational Research Section at Coastal
Command.This was arrangedwithin a few days.31
Thus, after little more than six eventful months at
Antiaircraft Command, Blackett moved to Coastal
Command in March 1941. C. E. Bayliss replaced
Blackett, but the Circus was soon merged into an Air
Defence Research and Development Operational Research Group under Ratcliffe. Ratcliffe in turn was
lured away by Rowe to head up the Post-Design
Service as part of TRE that Rowe felt was needed to
fill the gap created both by the growth of radar and
by the broadening of operations research away from
its initial association with radar. Ratcliffe was ideal
for the assignment because of the experience he had
gained in training radar technicians for AA Command. His place there was taken by B. F. J. Schonland,
a physicist from South Africa, who expanded the
organization into the Army Operational Research
Group (AORG), serving the whole Army rather than
just AntiaircraftCommand.
When Blackett arrived at Coastal Command, he
found there a Radio Operational Research Officer
named John C. Kendrew. His title was one that Rowe
used when he assigned TRE staff members to an
organizationthat did not yet have a formal operations
research group to serve as liaison between the command and TRE. Although he was in a sense displaced
by Blackett, Kendrew was destined to make unique
contributions to wartime operations researchand was
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then to join the impressively long list of wartime OR
personnel who won Nobel Prizes (chemistry, 1962).32
After some 9 months at Coastal Command, Blackett
moved again, this time to his first love, the Admiralty.
He became Scientific Adviser and Director of Naval
Operational Research. There he established a small
centralized group, and he remained at this post until
the end of the war. This move representedlittle break
in continuity for Blackett inasmuch as Coastal Command was under the operational control of the Admiralty. Thus, his efforts continued to be focused on
the problem of ridding the sea lanes of the submarine
menace so that the supplies needed for the prosecution
of the war could reach Britain.
Perhapsmore important to the history of operations
researchthan his pioneering work in AA Command,
Coastal Command, and the Navy was the note Blackett prepared on the occasion of his move to the
Admiralty. This was his "Scientistsat the Operational
Level," "writtenin December 1941 in order to inform
the Admiralty of some of the developments which had
occurredin the OperationalResearchSections already
establishedat Fighter,Anti-Aircraftand Coastal Commands." This note was accompanied by a second
document, "A Note on Certain Aspects of the Methodology of Operational Research," "originated in
1941 as an attempt to set out, for the benefit of new
scientific recruitsto the operational researchsections,
some of the principles that had been found to underlie
the work of the first two years of the war."33
In "Scientists at the Operational Level," Blackett
crystallizedthe ideas that led him to develop his Circus
as something more than a group dedicated to making
radar work. He makes a case for operations research
as a distinct and identifiable activity requiring the
efforts of highly competent, scientifically trained individuals, working at the operational level, and providing commanders with analyses of problems while
servingas a communication link between the technical
establishments and the operating commands. As he
put it, the use of operation research "can help avoid
running the war by gusts of emotion." It could also
serve as a corrective to his conclusion "that relatively
too much scientific effort has been expended hitherto
in the production of new devices and too little in the
proper use of what we have got." Together with his
introduction of operations research into Antiaircraft
Command, Coastal Command, and the Admiralty,
"Scientists at the Operational Level" provides ample
support for those who regardP. M. S. Blackett as the
"father"of operations research.
Blackett's move to the Admiralty completed the
introduction of OR into Britain's major commands
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inasmuch as a Bomber Command group had been set
up in September 1941. There, bomber-loss studies had
been initiated under A. E. Woodward-Nuttabout June
1940. After a few months, B. G. Dickins, then with
the Ministry of Aircraft Production, took over these
studies. Later, Lindemann initiated studies of bomber
accuracy. These showed that Bomber Command, relying on sextant navigation, was achieving accuracies
one-third to one-fourth of what had been expected.
Crews that claimed to have found the target were,
two-thirds of the time, not within 5 miles of it.34
During the summer of 1941, A. 0. Rankine was
assigned from TRE as a Radio Operational Research
Officer and was succeeded by G. A. Roberts from
ORS Fighter Command. Finally, the decision was
made to establish an Operational Research Section
with Dickins as its head and Roberts as his principal
assistant.35
In addition to the military OR groups, there was
one very significant nonmilitary effort. The Ministry
of Home Securityestablisheda researchunit at Princes
Risborough, Buckinghamshire, shortly after the outbreakof war, with two principalobjectives:The design
of equipment and procedures for air raid protection
and analysis of the effects of enemy bombing. This
work was under the direction of Reginald Stradling
and provided the channel through which J. D. Bernal,
Solly Zuckerman, and John Baker, among others,
became involved in operations research.36
In the next installment, I shall review the work of
all of these groups. But first, some recapitulationis in
order.

The Actors
Inasmuch as my primaryconcern at this point is with
the people involved ratherthan with specific technical
accomplishments, I shall divide those whom we have
met so far into a cast of leading and supportingplayers
in the unfolding drama of operations research.
The supporting players include Wimperis, who has
not been given adequate credit in these pages, primarily because he retired in 1937. He had played a most
significant role in advancing radar, but he left the
stage just as operations research was making its
appearance.
Tizard'sawarenessof operational requirementsand
particularly his initiation of the Biggin Hill experiments generated an atmosphere in which OR, once
born, could thrive. Cockcroft, another of the postwar
Nobel laureates (physics, 1951), was a major catalyst
in bringing civilian scientists into effective working
relationship with service scientists. Watson-Watt's
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perception of the potential of reflected radio waves
earns him a respected place in the history of OR, as
does his presumably approving, as superintendant at
Bawdsey, of the "operational researches"assigned by
Rowe to Williams and Roberts.
Cherwell must be recognized for his interest in
Bomber Command and his support of OR activities
there. Moreover, because of his key position as scientific adviser to Churchill, he was in position to
advance-or obstruct-this use of scientific talent.
Hill and Rowe proved so influential in so many
ways that one is strongly tempted to classify them as
foreground charactersin the OR drama. Both appear
to have had the knack of being in the right place at
the righttime-and doing the right thing-to advance
the development of OR.
Of the leading players, the scientists and engineers
directly involved with OR in the formative days, the
numbers grow large very quickly. In our story so far,
full recognition must go to Larnder, E. C. Williams,
and Roberts as the pioneers at Fighter Command; to
Dickins for his work at Biggin Hill and then at Bomber
Command; and, above all, to Blackett for his perception of operations research as a new and potentially
powerful scientific activity in its own right and not
only as an adjunct of radar,as well for his pioneering
work at AA Command, Coastal Command, and the
Admiralty. And we will hear more of Bernal, Zuckerman, and Baker in connection with civil defense,
and of Bernal and Zuckerman in military OR.
And to whom do we credit origins? Watson-Watt
married radio to the military usage we call radar.
Tizard saw that radar changed fighter direction and
control and so laid on the Biggin Hill experiments.
Rowe saw continuing value in having scientists study
operations. Larnderheaded the first formal OR group
and set standards of organization and reporting.37
Blackett "universalized" OR in the British services
and defined the function and scientific credentials of
OR.
Perhaps the best judgment is that of E. G. Bowen,
who became known as the "father of Airborne
Radar," when asked about credit: ".... the point is
that this is the way many of us were thinking at that
time, . . . taking a hard quantitative look at an established service procedure and suggesting new methods
and in some cases developing new equipment to carry
it out. This is one reason why the real origins are hard
to pinpoint."38
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